TERM 3 | WEEK 8

CLASS MATTERS

KB

KG

MRS BRANCO

MS EL SAYED

KB absolutely loved Book Week. Thank you so much to all

KG exploring different shapes and sizes in a fun and

the effort from our amazing parents, who transformed us

creative way. Students had the opportunity to make their

into our favourite book characters!

own ice-cream by overlapping different sized cut outs of icecream scoops.

KJ

KK

MS JEONG

MISS KASSEM

It was our first Book Week Parade and we all had so much

KK had some much fun dressing up for Book Week. They all

fun! We loved dressing up as our favourite book characters. looked amazing in their costumes.
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KL

KV

MRS REED & MRS MELISI

MISS VUONG

In HSIE KL have been learning about our families and

We love listening to stories and learning about new things,

where they come from.

so it was lovely to have some students from Year 5 share
their information report with us.

1A

1H

MISS ANDERSON

MS HOUCHAR

1A absolutely loved taking part in the book parade. Every

What an EPIC week 1H had! We kicked off mid week with

student in our whole class dressed up as their favourite

an incredible book parade. Have a look at our cool &

book character and we had some amazing, detailed

creative costumes! We also enjoyed a live performance of a

costumes! A big thank you to all the family members who

book being read to us. Blue Flower was definitely our

helped create such masterpieces!

favourite!
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1K

1L

MS NITELIK & MS KUCUK

MRS HEALY & MRS LITCHFIELD

1K had an amazing time parading their favourite character

1L attended the Year 1 Excursion to Sydney Zoo. They

from their chosen book. We read some of these books in

enjoyed seeing some of the animals they have been

the class discussing the importance of understanding what

learning about and writing about in their writing to inform

we read and how this helps us build an image in our mind.

unit. 1L were beautifully behaved and very respectful.

1J

1V

MRS JOHNSTON

MISS VUONG

1J got into the spirit of book week to celebrate reading! We

In science, we have been learning about identifying

had a great time at the book parade!

changes in objects. 1V enjoyed observing the change in
chocolate when melting it with their body heat.
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2A

2B

MISS ABID

MISS BONTHORNE & MS ALMIR

2A enjoyed the book parade and book week performance

2B have been transferring their understanding of vocabulary

which included a live performance featuring some singing,

into all areas of Literacy.

dancing and performing based on some amazing books!

2E

2K

MS ESMEK

MS KRAYEM & MRS GRIMA

It was great to see all of the book character costumes for

In Week 6 & 7 we celebrated book week. 2K had so much

our book parade this week! You all looked amazing year 2 :) fun looking at and buying new books in Week 6. Then we
had a great day dressing up as our favourite characters for
the book parade in Week 7. We love reading!
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2N

2W

MISS NGUYEN

MISS ARYA

2N looked amazing in their book week costumes! It was
great to see the effort and creativity that went into designing
and creating your outfits.

3D

3E

MISS DANDASHLI

MS EL-AHMAD

Last week we celebrated Book Week! It was wonderful to

3E had a fantastic time at Sydney Zoo. We got up close and

see 3D's cool costumes. Everyone looked great, and we all

hands-on with reptiles, and created lifetime memories.

had a great time. We also had an amazing time at Sydney
Zoo on our excursion!
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3M

3S

MRS SOL

MISS SU

It's been a packed couple of weeks for 3M! We all had an

Congratulations to 3S for getting the Premier's Reading

amazing time at the zoo, seeing and learning about living

Challenge prize and winning the year 6 fete prize for most

things. Well done for organising all the amazing book-week

donations in year 3! They have worked really hard as a

outfits, and we all had so much fun at the Year 6 Fete!

team to achieve this. Super proud of their team work!

3Y

4A

MISS YOUNAN

MS ABDULKADER

Year 3 took their scientific knowledge and skills to Sydney

4A had such a fantastic time dressing up for our Book

zoo. We had so much fun!

Parade last week. Such amazing costumes and so much
creativity. Well done everyone!
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4C

4K

MS CHAHAL

MS KIRAN

At Blaxcell Street Public School, we had a 2022 Book

4K looked amazing in their outfits for our book week parade!

Parade in Week 7. Here is a photo of 4C dressed up as
their chosen characters. Well done everyone.

4T

4W

MISS TAGEDDINE

MISS WHITE

4T had an amazing time dressing up as their favorite book

Many exciting events on this term. 4W had an amazing time

characters and parading to Stage 2 and parents.

at the book parade in their amazing costumes.

Congratulations to our Wimpy Kid, Assad Saddick, for
winning best dressed!
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5A

5DS

MS SEYMOUR

MS DERBAS & MS SIBAI

5A had a lovely time celebrating Book Week last week. It

In science, students have been investigating how energy is

was great to see so many students participate in the day.

transformed and transferred. In teams students investigated
how best to heat up water in a can, using energy from the
Sun.

5J

5M

MISS JENNER

MRS D'PENHA

5J celebrated Book Week in style by dressing up as their

Year 5 have been learning all about landforms. These

favourite book characters.

amazing writers performed so well in unaided writing. Such
superstars! Keep up the great work.
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5S

6A

MISS EL-MIR

MRS ALCA

These are the amazing costumes from 5S during Book

What a wonderful day our class had viewing the cherry

Parade! It was great to see students participating :)

blossoms while enjoying wonderful Japanese inspired food
and picnicking with our friends.

6D

6E

MISS DANDASHLI

MISS EL-MASRI

6D had a great time at the book parade. It was fantastic to

6E had a fantastic time dressing up as their favourite book

see so many creative and wonderful outfits. Thank you for

character.

being support in their last book parade in primary school :)
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6K

6L

MISS KASSEM

MR LIA

6K had an amazing time during book week. Look at all our

This week 6L had an amazing time dressing up as their

beautiful characters!

favourite book characters!

6R

COMMUNITY LANGUAGE - ARABIC

MS RIFAI & MS HOUZEIFE

MR ZEREKA

Last week, 6R celebrated Book Week. It was bitter sweet

We have been doing some great learning across K-6 In

knowing this will be the last Book Week we celebrate in

Arabic this term . Students are loving their readers and their

primary school. We had loads of fun parading our costume,

handwriting in improving. Keep up the great work everyone !

and listening to Mr Zahra read his favourite book.
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READY, SET, GO TO BIG SCHOOL

MULTIPLICATION TABLES COMPETITION

MS ZAHRA & MRS ALAMEDDINE

MR BASSAM

Having the RSG program back this year makes us very

All students in grades 3 and 4 have been given a

happy. The significance of our little learners having this

multiplication tables chart to encourage them to learn their

experience in our program plays a crucial part in facilitating

times tables. This will help them navigate through primary,

a solid and effective transition to school. Can't wait to share

secondary, and beyond as this algebra is crucial to

more of what they are learning this term!

everyday life. Two $50 Rebel Vouchers will be awarded in
week 10 to the strongest candidates. All the best 🙂

BASKETBALL SKILLS
MR BASSAM

Over the past few weeks and until the end of week 9, we have had the privilege of having West Sydney Wolves
Basketball Association run some amazing basketball and team building skills with our stage 2 students through the
School Sports Grant Program. Students have enjoyed the amazing experience.
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WELLBEING SESSIONS
MR BASSAM

Our emphasis over the last few weeks has been highlighting individual strengths and showing courage. Students worked
on their own affirmation bracelets and showed great ability in speaking about their strengths and weaknesses.

GALA DAY
MR BASSAM

Congratulations to our Soccer and Netball PSSA teams for competing so well last Friday at the Gala Day. We have one
Gala Day remaining this term in week 9 with Newcombe Ball and League Tag.
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LIBRARY

MRS ABED ALI & MRS WEBB

Last week BSPS welcomed back the Book Parade! We saw so many amazing costumes and know
that many families spend hours working on their fabulous creations at home. Well done!
Congratulations to our best dressed winners for each grade:
Kindergarten: Kevin Lin and Hiba El Mocheyi - Year 1: Ayesha Kanj and Ahmed Diab Hawshar

Year 2: Mohamed Dandan, Aisha Rajab, Ayah Sirdah and Yusuf Zaoud
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Year 3: Fatima Elriche and Muhammad Din - Year 4: Layanna Alameddine and Assaad Saddick

Year 5: Essra El Skaf and Safwan Haider - Year 6: Khadija Mobayed, Aya Ibrahim and Iven Choi
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Congratulations to the Kindergarten team for winning best BSPS team costume as the Pig the Pug
characters! Mr Zahra dressed up as a unicorn and read us the story ‘Who pooed in the Loo?’ by
Emma L. Adams. Was it the unicorn who pooed in the loo?

The BSPS Staff Costumes:
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Book Fair
In Week 6 BSPS held their annual Book Fair! Our library monitors helped prepare wishlists for
kindergarten and Year 1 to use and many teachers volunteered their time to help run the book fair
before school, during lunch and after school. Thank-you!
Keep an eye out to find out how much money we raised to purchase new books for the library.
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Book Week Performance: Story Quest
Last Week Kindergarten, Year 1, Year 2, and Year 3 students were able to watch a special
performance called Story Quest by some talented actors from perform Education. The students
(and teachers) loved getting up and singing and dancing along with the cast.
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Author Talk with Corey Tutt
On Tuesday Year 4 – Year 6 met author Corey Tutt and learnt about the Aboriginal history behind
science. He has incredible knowledge about all sorts of animals and was inspired from a young age
to pursue a career in science. We are looking forward to adding some more Corey Tutt, Deadly
Science books into our library which he has kindly donated. Thanks Corey!

YEAR 6 FETE LOLLY GUESSING COMPETITION
A big congratulations to the very happy winners of the lolly guessing competition - Hanna Malas and Tarek Ali Jida.

